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Local moments and magnetic correlations above the Curie temperature in thin films
on and embedded in nonmagnetic substrates: FeÕCu„100…, CoÕCu„100…, and FeÕW„100…
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We describe a mean-field theory of magnetic fluctuations in layered metallic materials at finite temperatures.
It has a first-principles electronic structure basis and uses the spin-polarized screened Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker
method and the coherent-potential approximation to describe the effects of the fluctuating ‘‘local moments’’
upon the electronic structure. At no stage is there a fitting to an effective classical Heisenberg model. From this
disordered local moment picture we find the layer dependent paramagnetic spin susceptibility of films and
multilayers above the Curie temperatureTc which describes how the type of magnetic correlations varies layer
by layer. We study thin films of Fe and Co~1–8 layers! on and embedded in nonmagnetic substrates, specifi-
cally bcc-Fe/W~100!, fcc-Fe/Cu~100!, and fcc-Co/Cu~100!. In uncapped Fe/W~100! we find intralayer ferro-
magnetic correlations in all thicknesses of the iron film except in the layer nearest the W substrate in agreement
with experiment. The interlayer couplings are also ferromagnetic and short ranged. There are also ferromag-
netic intralayer and interlayer couplings throughout the Co films in fcc-Co/Cu~100!. In the Fe/Cu~100! system
the top two layers are coupled ferromagnetically and the rest antiferromagnetically. Cu capping has a profound
effect upon the magnetic coupling in both Fe/Cu~100! and Co/Cu~100! with Tc showing an oscillating behavior
as a function of the cap layer thickness. In contrast there is no dramatic effect when Fe films are embedded in
W~100!.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.094415 PACS number~s!: 75.10.Lp, 75.30.Cr, 75.40.Cx, 75.50.Bb
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic properties of materials with two-dimension
geometry such as thin films and multilayers are very imp
tant from both fundamental and technological viewpoints1,2

Epitaxial thin-film structures offer unique opportunities f
exploring the relationship between structure and magneti1

because new phases of matter~e.g., bcc Ni, fcc Fe, fcc Co
etc.! can be stabilized as thin-film structures on suita
growth templates by molecular beam epitaxy and pulsed
ser deposition techniques.3 During the last decade conside
able theoretical and experimental progress has been m
towards understanding the metallic magnetism of bulk
well as these two-dimensional systems at zero tempera
Well below the Curie temperatureTc , magnetic properties o
ferromagnetic materials, pure elements, ordered, and d
dered alloys alike, are well explained from first-principl
electronic structure calculations. But at higher temperatu
aboveTc for example, the effects of thermally induced sp
fluctuations or ‘‘local moments’’ need to be incorporated in
the electronic description. We address this issue in this pa

Most theoretical work4–7 on metallic magnets at finite
temperature assumes a separation between fast and slow
tions of the interacting many electron system. For timet
long in comparison to electronic hopping times\/W
('10215 sec), whereW is the relevant bandwidth, but sho
compared to some characteristic spin fluctuation times,
0163-1829/2002/66~9!/094415~10!/$20.00 66 0944
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spin orientations of the electrons leaving an atomic site
sufficiently correlated with those arriving that a nonze
magnetization exists when the appropriate quantity is av
aged overt. These are the ‘‘local magnetic moments’’ o
each site and are oriented in arbitrary directions$ei% above
Tc giving a net zero magnetization on the whole. The lo
moments change their orientations on the longer time s
while their magnitudes fluctuate rapidly on the time scalet.
Below Tc , on the average, the moments align themselve
produce ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic order over
Within the nonrelativistic spin-polarized Korringa-Kohn
Rostoker ~KKR! method, the disordered local mome
~DLM ! model aboveTc maps onto a problem of a disordere
equiatomic binary alloyA0.5B0.5 with A and B components
representing sites with ‘‘up’’ and ‘‘down’’ moments8 respec-
tively. Therefore, one can use the well-defined tools of
KKR coherent-potential approximation~CPA! to solve this
problem. Also, by allowing inhomogeneous magnetic flu
tuations at all sites in the system, and determining their
sponse to a ‘‘small’’ site-dependent external magnetic fi
$hi%, the temperature dependence of magnetic correlat
and the transition to a magnetically ordered state can be
vestigated. Using this approach, Stauntonet al.9 have de-
rived an expression for the paramagnetic spin susceptibi
This approach has been very successful in explaining
magnetic correlations in the paramagnetic state of sev
©2002 The American Physical Society15-1
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magnetic metals and alloys as well as determin
the Tc’s.9–12

One of the earliest predictions of the DLM theory impl
mented within the KKR-CPA scheme for bulk materials w
that a ‘‘local exchange splitting’’ should be evident in th
electronic structure of the paramagnetic state.10,11This means
that an electron with spin parallel to a local moment w
have a different density of states~DOS! to that of an electron
with spin antiparallel. Of course, when an average over
the orientations of the moments in the paramagnetic sta
taken it is inevitable that the electronic structure does
have any spin-polarization overall. But the consequence
the presence of the fluctuating local moments can still
identified, both theoretically and experimentally. This loc
exchange splitting is the cause of local moment formati
These qualitative features have been observed in ph
emission13 and inverse photoemission14 spectra measure
ments of bcc Fe.

We have recently outlined a first-principles electron
structure based DLM theory for thin films and multilayers15

within the screened KKR-CPA approach16–19 and have stud-
ied the onset of magnetic order in fcc-Fe thin films
Cu~100! substrate finding good agreement with rich expe
mental data.20,21 We found that the features of DLM theor
observed in the bulk solids, in particular the local exchan
splitting and the existence of local moments, now pick u
layer dependence. Consequently, the magnetic interac
can vary layer by layer and also depend strongly on the de
at which the films are embedded in the substrate. Moreo
the thickness of the cap on the films affects the magn
ordering transition temperatures. In particular, for Cu-cap
Fe/Cu~100! ~Ref. 15! we found that theTc depends strongly
on the film thickness and oscillates as a function of the thi
ness of the capped layer in very good agreement with exp
mental observations.20

In this paper, we describe our scheme in some detail
describe the results for fcc-Co thin films on Cu~100! and
compare them with our results for fcc-Fe/Cu~100!. We also
examine the onset of magnetic order in thin bcc-based
films on a W~100! substrate. The films range from 1 to
monolayers in thickness. A common feature that we find
all three systems is that of the local moment in the top la
being about 10–15 % larger than that of the layer adjacen
the substrate. The Curie temperature of a single monolaye
Co/Cu~100! is 1091 K in our mean field approximation and
steadily decreases with the increase in film thickness,
proaching the Curie temperature of the bulk fcc-Co for
same lattice parameter. The effective ‘‘exchange inter
tions’’ of the fcc-Co/Cu~100! system are long ranged as
the fcc-Fe/Cu~100! system, but unlike the latter system, th
magnetic interactions are always ferromagnetic, even c
ping by Cu overlayers does not alter this aspect of the m
netic interactions. However, in the bcc-Fe/W~100! system the
intralayer magnetic interactions in the layer adjacent to
substrate are antiferromagnetic while all other interacti
are ferromagnetic. The effective ‘‘exchange interactions’’ a
very small after the first-nearest-neighbor layer. The Cu
temperature of Fe2 /W(100) system is 969 K and increas
monotonically with the film thickness and for thick films
09441
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reaches the value of the bulk bcc-Fe for the same lat
parameter.

Recently 2D effective Heisenberg models for single
and Co monolayers on and embedded in Cu~100! were con-
structed by Pajdaet al.22 They used exchange interaction
extracted fromab initio calculations of the spin wave spect
of the metals’ low-temperature ferromagnetic phases an
small anisotropy energy parameter was added to the mod
As expected for 2D systems they found theTc’s to be sub-
stantially reduced when a more sophisticated approxima
based on the random phase approximation was used in
erence to a mean-field treatment~MFT!. They also found an
oscillatory behavior of theTc’s with Cu-capping thickness in
both approximations. Interestingly although our DLM a
proach requires no similar mapping to an effective Heis
berg model ourTc’s of single Fe and Co layers on Cu~100!
of 1224 and 1091 K, respectively, are rather comparable
the Pajdaet al. MFT estimates of 1068 and 1043 K.22 Note,
however, our calculations contain an account of the el
tronic structure which supports and which is affected by
magnetic fluctuations.

It is well known that Mermin-Wagner theorem23 forbids a
2D Heisenberg model to have magnetic long-range order.
can presume that in a nonrelativistic electronic theory s
as ours that a similar principle is also valid implying that a
instability of the paramagnetic state of the monolayer fou
from our mean field theory calculations cannot be taken a
precursor to magnetic long-range order. In a relativistic v
sion of our calculations, however, we can expect a crosso
to an Ising-like universality class on account of spin-or
coupling and dipolar interactions introducing magnetic a
isotropic effects. Thus, although our calculated mean fi
theoreticalTc’s are likely to be overestimates, they can
taken as indicative of what will happen in a more comple
theory. Also, it is reasonable to assume that the magn
intralayer and interlayer interactions, determined by the e
tronic structures of their DLM paramagnetic states, are r
sonably well described by our MFT.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, w
briefly review the theoretical framework of the DLM pictur
and describe its extension to layered systems. The follow
section contains computational details and in Sec. IV
present and discuss our results, finishing with a summary
conclusions in Sec. V.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

We start from the key assumption of a separation betw
fast and slow electronic degrees of freedom in a meta
magnet. The consequence is that ‘‘local moments’’ are se
by the collective behavior of the interacting electrons a
their orientations fluctuate relatively slowly. To make hea
way with this simple picture we specify a particular arrang
ment of local moment orientations by$ei% and propose tha
the long time averages can be evaluated with respect to
ensemble of these orientational configurations. The proba
ity of finding a particular orientational configuration$ei% at a
given temperatureT is given by the Gibbsian measure

P~$ei%!5Z21exp@2bV~$ei%!#,
5-2
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where the partition function is given by

Z5) j*dejexp@2bV~$ei%!.

Here,V($ei%) is the ‘‘generalized’’ electronic grand potentia
adapted from spin density functional theory andb
5(kBT)21, kB being the Boltzmann constant.10,12 Evidently,
V($ei%) plays the role of a classical ‘‘spin’’ Hamiltonian. Th
free energy associated with the orientational fluctuations
also the creation of particle-hole pairs isF52b21ln Z. By
expandingV($ei%) about a suitably chosen single-site refe
ence ‘‘spin’’ HamiltonianV0($ei%)5( iv i(ei) and using the
Feynman-Peierls’ inequality,24 a mean-field theory is set up
The probability distribution function for the reference state
P0($ei%)5) i P0(ei), whereP0(ei) is the probability of find-
ing the moment on thei th site oriented alongei ,

P0~ei !5
exp@2bv i~ei !#

E deiexp@2bv i~ei !#

,

with v i(ei) given by

v i~ei !5)
j Þ i

E dej P0~ej !V0~$ek%!.

The magnetization per siteM i is *deim i(ei)ei P0(ei) where
m i(ei) is the magnitude of the local moment orientated alo
the unit vectorei on a sitei. Above Tc , v i and P0(ei) are
independent ofei and the moments have the same probabi
of being oriented in any direction, i.e.,M i50. With this
symmetry the problem can be mapped onto a random bin
alloy A0.5B0.5 with A and B species representing ‘‘up-spin
and ‘‘down-spin’’ sites10,11 and we can apply the first
principles electronic structure schemes, such as the
consistent field KKR-CPA, developed originally for diso
dered alloys.

Following Ref. 9 we investigate the response of the DL
paramagnetic state to the application of a small, exte
magnetic field$hi% which can vary from site to site. Focus
sing on the dominant response of the system to line up
moments with the applied field, we obtain the following e
pression for the paramagnetic spin susceptibility, which fo
general set of sites can be written as

x i j 5
b

3
m i

2d i j 1
b

3 (
k

Sik
(2)xk j . ~2.1!

In this equation,m i is the magnitude of the local magnet
moment on thei th site, and the direct correlation function

Sik
(2)52

]2V̄

]mi]mk
U

$mi5m̄i %

,

wheremi5^ei&, related to the magnetizationM i in site i, and
V̄ is the averaged Grand potential*deiv i(ei)P0(ei).

In films and multilayers there is intralayer two
dimensional translational symmetry so that the magnitu
of the local moments,$m i% of the paramagnetic DLM stat
can vary in different layers, while being identical in a pa
09441
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ticular layer. By choosing the sitesi and j to lie in the layers
denoted byP andQ respectively, Eq.~2.1! can be rewritten
as

xPiQ j5
b

3
mPi

2 dPQd i j 1
b

3 (
Sk

SPiSk
(2) xSkQ j, ~2.2!

where the combination$Pi% indicates that the sitei is in
layerP. In the two-dimensional geometry, the direct corre
tion functionSPiSk

(2) can be written as

SPiSk
(2) 52

Im

p E
2`

`

d« f ~«,n!Tr@$~X↑
P!212~X↓

P!21%

3$lPiSk2~X↑
P2X↓

P!dPS
ik %#,

where

lPiSk5dPS
ik ~X↑

P2X↓
P!2X↑

PF(
Qm

tPiQmlQmSktQmPi

2tPiPilPiSktPiPiGX↓
P .

In these expressionstPiQ j are the ‘‘CPA’’ path-operator
matrices in a layer and site representationt↑(↓) is the scatter-
ing matrix for the up~down! site, andt is the scattering
matrix for the CPA effective medium.f («,n) is the Fermi
factor with chemical potentialn and the trace is over the
angular momentum indices. The up-arrow (↑) and down-
arrow (↓) refer to the up sites and down sites, respective
Note that, the scattering matricest↑

P , t↓
P , and tP as well as

the ‘‘extra’’ scattering from ‘‘up’’ ~‘‘down’’ ! sites,X↑(↓)
P are

layer dependent, i.e.,

X↑(↓)
P 5@$~ t↑(↓)

P !212~ tP!21%211tP0P0#21 ~2.3!

and satisfy the KKR-CPA condition

X↑
P1X↓

P50

for each layer separately.25 We can take a 2D lattice Fourie
transform of Eq.~2.2!, obtaining,

xPQ~qi!5(
i j

xPiQ jexp@2 iqi•~Ri2Rj !#

5
b

3
mP

2dPQ1
b

3 (
S

SPS
(2)~qi!xSQ~qi!, ~2.4!

whereqi is a wave vector in any layer. Note that, the loc
magnetic momentmP is same on each site in thePth layer,
because of two-dimensional translational symmetry.SPS

(2)(qi)
is given by

SPS
(2)~qi!52

Im

p E
2`

`

d« f ~«,n!Tr@$~X↑
P!212~X↓

P!21%

3$lPS~qi!2~X↑
P2X↓

P!dPS%#, ~2.5!

where
5-3
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lPS~qi!5dPS~X↑
P2X↓

P!2X↑
PF 1

SBZ
E d2ki(

Q
tPQ~ki1qi!

3lQS~qi!t
QP~ki!2tP0P0lPS~qi!t

P0P0GX↓
P

~2.6!

and SBZ is the area of the 2D Brillouin zone with wav
vectorski inside. The most difficult part of the whole proce
dure is the convolution integral in Eq.~2.6! together with the
solution of this equation. In principle, Eq.~2.6! can be solved
by either considering it as a set of ‘‘linear’’ equations
alternatively, by an iterative approach starting withlQS(qi)
5dQS(X↑

Q2X↓
Q). Both these approaches are computationa

intensive. In our studies on the effect of compositional or
on the magnetocrystalline anisotropy26,27 of transition metal
alloys, we have found that, normally, the first iteration
quite sufficient.

Once we have evaluatedSPS
(2)(qi), we can determine

xPQ(qi) by Eq. ~2.4!. Equation ~2.4! can be viewed as a
matrix equation in layer-space, i.e.,x(qi)5(b/3)m2

1(b/3)S(2)(qi)x(qi) (m is a diagonal matrix with element
mP) from which x(qi) can be obtained. The transition tem
perature will be given by the condition thatix21(qi

max)i
50, whereqi

max is the wave vector for which the matri
S(2)(qi) has the largest positive eigenvalue.qi

max50 for the
three systems studied in this paper@except the Fe monolaye
on W~100!# and the Curie temperatureTc is obtained by
solving

i3kBTcI 2S(2)~qi50!i50.

When the system is cooled down from its paramagnetic s
at high temperatures, the magnetic order will start around
temperature at which the instabilities in the spin-fluctuatio
diverge. In our MFT this occurs at the temperature cor
sponding to a third of largest positive eigenvalue ofS(2)(qi
50).

Tc5
Largest positive eigenvalue ofS(2)~qi50!

3kB
. ~2.7!

It is also evident from Eq.~2.4! that thexPQ’s are likely to
follow a Curie-Weiss law as a function of temperature.

We have used the screened KKR method16–18 in all our
calculations and it is straightforward to see that the form
Eqs.~2.5! and ~2.6! remains unchanged under the screen
transformation, i.e., the actualt matrices and the path
operator matrices are related to those in the screened re
sentation as28

t5ta1a,

t5t~ ta!21ta~ ta!21t2t~ ta!21a,

wherea is the matrix of energy-dependent screening para
eters, and the matrices with superscripta are in the screened
representation.
09441
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III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

We have used the spin-polarized screened K
method16–18for layered systems28 in all our calculations. The
electronic structures of the paramagnetic DLM states ofn
(n<8) on W~001! and Cu~001! substrates and Con (n<8)
on Cu~001! substrate were calculated self-consistently with
the local spin density functional theory.29 We have con-
strained the lattice constants of the films to be the same
that of the substrate, i.e., we have neglected the effect
lattice strain on the electronic structure. For fcc-Fe a
fcc-Co films on and embedded in Cu~100! we have used the
lattice constant of fcc-Cu~6.83 a.u.!, and for bcc-Fe films on
and in W~100!, the lattice constant of the bcc-W~5.98 a.u.!.
For eachn, the electronic structure of the DLM state wa
calculated self-consistently using 78ki points in the irreduc-
ible part of the surface Brillouin zone. The DLM state
described using the CPA for the layered systems as outl
in Ref. 25. In all the cases, a buffer of three layers of t
substrate as well as a buffer of three~at least! layers of
vacuum was calculated self-consistently along with the
tentials on each layer. The self-consistent layer-resolved
tentials were then used to calculate the DOS and local m
netic moments on each layer as well as the layer-depen
effective ‘‘exchange parameters’’ forqi50.

As an alternative to carrying out the computationally i
tensive convolution integrals and also making approxim
tions in Eqs.~2.5!, ~2.6!, for S(2)(qi50) we consider

SPQ
(2)~qi50!5(

i PP
(
j PQ

SPiQ j
(2) ~3.1!

we consider the application of a local small external unifo
magnetic field to every sitej in layer Q which induces a
change in the total ‘‘Weiss’’ field of layerP, DSP

(1) . This can
be written in terms of theSPiQ j

(2) ’s as follows:

DSP
(1)5(

i PP
DSPi

(1)52(
i PP

(
Q j

SPiQ j
(2) DmQ j , ~3.2!

where DmQ j is the induced magnetization on the sitej
PQ. This is the same for each site andDmQ j5DmQ for all
j PQ, describing a uniform magnetization on a particu
layer. Therefore, with the help of Eq.~3.1!, we can rewrite
Eq. ~3.2! as

DSP
(1)52(

Q
SPQ

(2)~qi50!DmQ . ~3.3!

In particular, if we consider the magnetization change on o
layer only, sayQ, then we obtain

SPQ
(2)~qi50!52

DSP
(1)

DmQ
. ~3.4!

Therefore, by calculating the changes in the total ‘‘Weis
field DSP

(1) on different layers induced by a small change
the magnetizationDmQ on a particular layerQ we can gen-
erateSPQ

(2) (qi50) for P51•••n ~wheren is the total number
of layers!. By following the same procedure for differentQ’s
5-4
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TABLE I. Local magnetic moments on different layers and the Curie temperatures of the Con /Cu(100)
system. The layerL1 is adjacent to the substrate and layerLn is the topmost layer.

Local magnetic moments (mB)
Tc

n L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 ~K!

1 1.66 1091
2 1.39 1.59 939
3 1.38 1.21 1.63 891
4 1.39 1.21 1.26 1.63 919
5 1.40 1.21 1.26 1.26 1.63 965
6 1.40 1.21 1.26 1.26 1.25 1.63 973
7 1.40 1.21 1.26 1.26 1.26 1.25 1.63 977
8 1.40 1.21 1.26 1.26 1.26 1.26 1.25 1.63 975

Bulk 1.26 965
-
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we can generate all theSPQ
(2) (qi50) for the system. Calcula

tion of SP
(1) is obtained from Ref. 10

SP
(1)52

Im

p E
2`

`

d« f ~«,n!@ lniD↑
Pi2 lniD↓

Pi #, ~3.5!

where

D↑(↓)
P 5@ I 1$~ t↑(↓)

P !212~ tP!21%tP0P0#21.

One can then calculateSP
(1) for different layers by introduc-

ing a very small change in the local magnetization at a p
ticular layer, and from that, generate a set of linear equat
involving SPQ

(2) (qi50) using Eq.~3.4!. These equations the
can be solved to obtainSPQ

(2) (qi50). In this paper we repor
results from this approach. We are restricted to syste
where SPQ

(2) (qi) is greatest forqi50, i.e., we can explore
only the possibility of transition into states with ferroma
netic order within each plane although the layers themse
may be ferromagnetically or antiferromagnetically couple
From these values ofSPQ

(2) (qi50) one can then obtain theTc

from Eq.~2.7! as well as the susceptibilityxPQ(qi50) from
Eq. ~2.4!.

IV. RESULTS

A. fcc CoÕCu„100… and CuÕCoÕCu„100…

Co/Cu~100! is ideal for the study of magnetism in system
with reduced dimension owing to the rather small lattice m
match~about 2%! and the complete immiscibility of the con
stituent materials in the bulk phase30 so that a Co film grows
layer by layer on a Cu~100! substrate with little interfacia
roughness.31 Co films on Cu~100! grow in an fcc-like struc-
ture with slight tetragonal distortion~compression! and this
structure persists up to a large thickness.32 Due to a mis-
match between the Co and Cu bands across the inter
multilayers of Co and Cu exhibit a giant magnetoresista
ratio33,34 and form a part of many spin-valve elements, su
as those used in read heads of magnetic storage devic35

Unlike some other ferromagnetic films on nonmagnetic s
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strates the equilibrium direction of magnetization always l
in the plane of the film in the Co/Cu~100! system.32,36

Willis and co-workers37,38have determined the Curie tem
peratures of Co/Cu~100! systems as a function of film thick
ness by using the surface magneto-optic Kerr effect. T
find that the Curie temperatures follow a thicknes
dependent scaling law

1

Tc~n!
5

1

Tc~`! F11S n0

n2n8
D lG , ~4.1!

wheren is the number of monolayers in the film andn0 , n8,
and l are material-dependent parameters (n0'1.8, n851,
and l'1). This phenomenological behavior implies th
Tc50 for a single monolayer and increases monotonica
with film thickness. However, it is found that as the film
become ultrathin they are no longer homogeneous and
formly thick, but begin to break up into islands of varyin
thickness. This might be the reason that experiment finds
magnetization andTc to decrease as the films’ thickness
are reduced and to vanish in the single monolayer limit.

We have calculated the magnetic properties of the f
Con /Cu(100) (n<8) system aboveTc within our mean field
DLM theory. The local moments on each layer and the c
respondingTc’s along with the results for the bulk fcc-Co fo
the same lattice parameter are presented in Table I. The l
moment on the topmost layer is about 15% larger than
on the layer adjacent to the substrate, whilst the moment
the interior layers of the thicker films are very close to tho
of the bulk fcc-Co for the same lattice parameter. TheTc for
the single monolayer is quite high, significantly overes
mated by our MFT,22 and in contrast to experimental obse
vations, this steadily decreases as the number of layer
increased and stabilizes around the value of the bulk for
ers n>7. We present the effective ‘‘exchange paramete
SPQ

(2) (qi50) for the Co7 /Cu(100) system in Table II. We
observe that both the interlayer as well as the intralayer,
positive implying that the magnetic correlations are fer
magnetic for all the layers in the film and that there is s
5-5
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TABLE II. SPP
(2)(qi50) and interlayerSPQ

(2) (qi50) (PÞQ) effective ‘‘exchange interactions’’ in meV in
the uncapped Co7 /Cu(100) system with the values for the Co3/Cu~100! system given in parentheses fo
comparison. The layerL1 is adjacent to the Cu~100! substrate and layerL7 (L3) is the topmost layer.

Layers L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7

L1 121~118! 93.7 ~93.7! 29.4(221.1) 2.1 1.0 0.0 20.1
L : 93.7 ~93.7! 70.1 ~58.7! 84.7~103! 24.3 1.2 0.5 0.0
L3 29.4(221.1) 84.7~103! 75.0~148! 92.2 24.1 1.2 0.8

L4 2.1 24.3 92.2 75.4 92.1 24.7 4.5
L5 1.0 1.2 24.1 92.1 76.1 91.0 29.6
L6 0.0 0.5 1.2 24.7 91.0 60.7 111.9
L7 20.1 0.0 0.8 4.5 29.6 112 155
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nificant magnetic interactions up to third nearest-neigh
layers. This qualitative behavior is found for all the films.

In the fcc-Fe/Cu~100! system, which we have studied in
previous paper15 and show some further results in the ne
section, a marked change in the magnetic properties oc
when the Fe film is embedded into the Cu substrate. In
ticular, theTc showed an oscillating behavior as a function
capping layer thickness which was also found
experiment.20,15We carried out a similar investigation for th
Co/Cu~100!, calculating the magnetic properties of th
Cum /Con /Cu(100) systems and show in Fig. 1 results fo
and 7 ML thick Co films (n53 and 7! capped bym
51,2,3,4, and 5 ML’s of Cu. In contrast to Fe/Cu~100!, the
capping does not change the sign ofSPQ

(2) (qi50), i.e., the
interlayer magnetic correlations remain ferromagnetic e
after capping, although theTc is also altered profoundly as
function of cap-layer thickness. For the Co3 /Cu(100) system
a single Cu cap layer suppresses theTc quite drastically by
more than 200 K while the second cap layer increases i
about 140 K. The third cap layer reduces theTc but only
slightly ~20 K! unlike the Fe/Cu~100! system15 and further
cap layers do not cause any oscillations inTc rather they
have a steadying effect. Therefore, for thick Cu overlay
the Tc is around 800 K for this system. To our knowledg
there are no experimental results on the capped fcc-
Cu~100! system. The Co7 /Cu(100) films show a similar be
havior but the suppression ofTc by the second cap layer i
only by about 60 K and for thicker overlayers theTc stabi-
lizes at a much higher value of 920 K.

FIG. 1. Curie temperatures of the Cun /Co3/Cu(100) and
Cun /Co7 /Cu(100) systems for different Cu overlayer thicknessn.
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To understand the electronic origin of the effect of ca
ping on theTc we show the electronic DOS in the topmo
Co layer of the Co3 /Cu(100) system as well as in the top
most Co layer of the Cu1 /Co3 /Cu(100) system in Fig. 2
The Cu overlayer alters the electronic structure of the t
most Co layer in the same way as it does to that of
topmost Fe layer in the Cu1 /Fe3 /Cu(100) system,15 namely,
some of the electrons with spin antiparallel to the local m
ment on a site are transferred from the vicinity of the Fer
energy to the bottom of the band thereby reducing the ‘‘
cal’’ exchange-splitting of the paramagnetic DLM stat
Also, the energy band of the electrons with spin parallel
the local moment is somewhat broadened because of the
ping. This effect reduces theTc . But unlike in the
Cu1 /Fe3 /Cu(100) system15 it does not switch the magneti
interactions between the layers to antiferromagnetic beca
the peak in the band of the electrons with spin antiparalle
the local moment is very close to the Fermi energy wh
makes the band partially filled rather than half filled.

B. fcc FeÕCu„100… and CuÕFeÕCu„100…

Ultrathin fcc Fe films on and embedded in Cu~100! rep-
resent one of the most challenging and rich magnetic syst

FIG. 2. Electronic density of states~DOS! in the topmost Co
layer of the Co3 /Cu(100) system. The full line represents the u
capped system whilst the dashed line is for the system capped
a single monolayer of Cu. The dotted line represents the capping
layer. The upper~lower! half of the figure shows the DOS for a
electron spin-polarized parallel~antiparallel! to the local moment on
a site. The energy is measured from the Fermi energy.
5-6
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because of their complex, yet interesting, structural, a
magnetic properties.39,40,21While thick Fe films on Cu~100!
grown at room temperature exist in a thermodynamica
stable bcc structure, for films with thickness less than
monolayers fcc Fe films with both ferromagnetic high sp
and antiferromagnetic low spin behavior are observed.41,42

Films with thickness less than 5 monolayers exhibit a hom
geneous magnetization,43,44 however for the thickness rang
between 5 and 11 monolayers, only the top two surface
ers are apparently ferromagnetically coupled.21,43 The inner
layers of 6–11 monolayer-thick films seem to be in t
type-I antiferromagnetic phase~CuAu-type structure! in
which the layers, which themselves are ferromagnetic,
coupled antiferromagnetically.45,46

Recently,15 we calculated the ‘‘exchange parameters’’
the fcc-Fen /Cu(100) system (n<8) from first-principles
electronic structure calculations as described in this pa
and our results indeed showed that only the first two layer
be ferromagnetically linked with all the subsequent lay
coupled antiferromagnetically. We also calculated theTc’s of
this system as a function of film thickness which showe
monotonically decreasing behavior as a function of fi
thickness before stabilizing to a value of 485 K for thick
films. Following the fascinating discovery by a rece
experiment20 using the magneto-optical Kerr effect that th
Tc of a copper-capped Fe film shows an unusual oscillat
behavior as a function of the Cu overlayer thickness
found from our calculations of this effect that it is not pr
dominantly a consequence arising from the tetragonal dis
tion of the film20 but instead is related to a change in t
electronic structure of Fe and Cu layers near the interf
alone. Our calculated values ofTc’s for embedded Fe films
in Cu~100! substrate15 indeed showed an oscillatory behavi
as a function of overlayer thickness in excellent agreem
with the experimental observations. Our neglect of the lat
mismatch effects gives credence to above suggestion tha
effect is entirely due to the hybridization of Fe and Cu sta
at and near the interface.

Results of our calculations ofTc andSPQ
(2) (qi50) for Fe

films for a range of thicknesses (n<8) on and embedded in
Cu~100! are presented in Ref. 15. Here we add a few furt
remarks concerning the magnetic correlations and spin
ceptibility as a function of film and overlayer thickness.
Fig. 3 we show the layer-diagonal paramagnetic spin sus
tibility xPP(qi50) of different layers of the Fe7 /Cu(100)
system as a function of temperature. LayerL1 is adjacent to
the substrate, and layerL7 is the top-most layer adjacent t
the vacuum. It is evident that the magnetic correlatio
within the inner layers~layers L2 to L5) are very similar
which is also evident from the local moments on ea
layer.15 However, this changes when the film is embedded
Fig. 4 we show the layer-diagonal spin susceptibility for t
topmost layerL7 as a function of Cu cap thickness. We s
that the first overlayer changes the magnetic behavior q
drastically, a two layer cap restoresTc and then more over
layers stabilize the magnetic behavior making it more sim
to an Fe sandwich between two Cu substrates which h
calculatedTc of 430 K.
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C. bcc FeÕW„100… and WÕFeÕW„100…

Perhaps the most obvious thin film system to study in
context of metallic magnetism is comprised of bc
coordinated Fe. The transition from 2D to 3D bulk behav
can be tracked. Experimentally this can be realized by
investigation of Fe films grown on a W~100! substrate. In-
deed there has been considerable work on the atomic s
tures and magnetic properties of these systems. Despite
lattice mismatch of about 9.4% between W and Fe, a m
higher surface energy of the W~100! surface strongly favors
monolayer nucleation for Fe films, and therefore, Fe fil
grow on the W~100! surface in a layer-by-layer basis wit
little interdiffusion.47,48 Magneto-optic Kerr effect measure
ments48 suggest that films with thickness of around 1 mon
layer are not ferromagnetic and are either nonmagnetic
antiferromagnetic. However, strong ferromagnetism is
stored when a second Fe layer is added to the magnetic
dead monolayer.47,48

The results of our calculation of the local moments
each layer of the bcc-Fen /W(100) (n<8) system in its para-
magnetic state and the correspondingTc’s along with the
results for the bulk bcc-Fe for the same lattice parameter
presented in Table III and are consistent with these exp
mental findings. We note that, the local moment on the la

FIG. 3. Layer-diagonal paramagnetic spin susceptibi
xPP(qi50) for different layers of the Fe7 /Cu(100) system as a
function of temperature. The layerL int implies the interior layers
(L2 to L5) for which the susceptibility curves fall on each other o
this scale.

FIG. 4. Layer-diagonal paramagnetic spin susceptibilityx77(qi
50), for layer L7 of the Cun /Fe7 /Cu(100) system for different
overlayer thicknessn as a function of temperature. The numbers
the legend imply the Cu overlayer thickness.
5-7
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TABLE III. Local magnetic moments on different layers and the Curie temperatures of the Fen /W(100)
system. The layerL1 is adjacent to the substrate and layerLn is the topmost layer. The Fe monolayer o
W~100! seems to be antiferromagnetic.

Local magnetic moments (mB)
Tc

n L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 ~K!

1 2.87
2 2.19 3.22 969
3 2.41 2.78 3.14 1363
4 2.31 2.93 2.68 3.15 1484
5 2.33 2.88 2.83 2.69 3.15 1551
6 2.32 2.89 2.78 2.84 2.69 3.15 1595
7 2.32 2.89 2.79 2.79 2.84 2.69 3.15 1603
8 2.32 2.89 2.79 2.80 2.79 2.84 2.69 3.15 1642

Bulk 2.83 1687
n
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adjacent to the W~100! substrate is about 30% smaller tha
that of the topmost layer~adjacent to the vacuum!. The top-
most layer has an enhanced local moment compared to
of the bulk. For thicker films (n>5) the local moments on
the layers inside the film are close to that of bulk bcc Fe

In Table IV we present the effective ‘‘exchange para
eters’’ SPQ

(2) (qi50), for the Fe7 /W(100) system. We note
that the intralayer parameter for layerL1 which is close to
the W~100! substrate is negative whilst it is positive for a
other layers. This implies that the layerL1 is antiferromag-
netic and all other layers are ferromagnetic. The first near
neighbor interlayer coupling is always ferromagnetic. W
also note that the interlayer coupling dies down rapidly a
the first-nearest-neighbor layers. This feature is observe
all the films. Interestingly the exchange parameter fo
single monolayer of Fe on W~100! is negative, and thus, th
magnetic correlation in this layer is not ferromagnetic
agreement with the experimental observations.48 When the
film is capped by W overlayers the magnetic correlations
the topmost layer of Fe switches to antiferromagnetic, t
implying that the layer nearest to W is always antiferroma
netic.

To understand the electronic origin of this effect we p
the DOS in theL1 @nearest to the W~100! substrate#, L4 ~the
middle layer!, andL7 ~topmost layer! of the Fe7 /W(100) in
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Fig. 5. The DOS in the layerL4 should be similar to the DOS
of the bulk bcc-Fe for the same lattice parameter~5.98 a.u.!
which is 9.4% larger than that of bcc-Fe. Because of
expansion in the atomic volume some of the states of
electrons with spin parallel to the local moment are push
down from the Fermi energy resulting in more pronounc
exchange splitting and an increase in the magn
moment.49 There is very little change in the DOS of th
electrons with spin antiparallel to the local moment. T
DOS in the topmost layerL7 shows band narrowing due to
reduction in the coordination number. This also gives rise
a large local magnetic moment. These layers are all fe
magnetic. However, in the layerL1 hybridization with W
states at the interface cause some of the states of the
trons with spin antiparallel to the local moment near t
Fermi energy to be transferred to the electrons with s
parallel to the local moment promoting the antiferromagne
coupling between the local moments in this layer.

For n>2 the system is ferromagnetic withTc increasing
monotonically as a function of film thickness, and approa
ing the value ofTc of the bulk bcc-Fe~with lattice parameter
of W! at aroundn58. Interestingly, theTc’s in this case
follow the empirical scaling law given by Eq.~4.1! with the
scaling parametersl51.6, n850.9, andn050.9. When the
Fe films are capped by a single W monolayer theTc is re-
is

TABLE IV. Intralayer SPP

(2)(qi50) and interlayerSPQ
(2) (qi50) (PÞQ) effective exchange interaction in

meV in the uncapped Fe7 /W(100) system with the values for the Fe3 /W(100) system given in parenthes
for comparison. The layerL1 is adjacent to the W~100! substrate and layerL7 (L3) is the topmost layer.

Layers L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7

L1 213.6(214.9) 220~202! 25.0(1.5) 1.5 1.9 20.7 0.4
L2 220~202! 67.5 ~49.7! 172~248! 2.8 22.4 1.6 20.7
L3 25.0(1.5) 172~248! 73.3 ~30.1! 177 5.3 20.4 2.1

L4 1.5 2.8 177 97.9 167 0.4 1.9
L5 1.9 22.4 5.3 167 69.3 175 7.9
L6 20.7 1.6 20.4 0.4 175 45.0 262
L7 0.4 20.7 2.1 1.9 7.9 262 18.9
5-8
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duced by about 150 K because the magnetic correlation
the topmost layer of Fe change from ferromagnetic to a
ferromagnetic. Addition of another cap layer reduces theTc
further by 50 K and further additions make theTc oscillate
about this value, but theTc never reaches the value of th
uncapped film unlike the Fe/Cu~100! and Co/Cu~100! sys-
tems.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a first-principles electronic struct
based theory to study the paramagnetic state of magn
metallic thin films. A mean field DLM theory has been us
to model the thermally induced spin fluctuations and ther
a mutual consistency between this and the underlying loc
exchange-split electronic structure. Within its framework w

FIG. 5. Electronic density of states~DOS! in the layer nearest to
the substrate (L1), middle layer (L4), and topmost layer (L7) of the
Fe7 /W(100) system. The upper~lower! half of the figure shows the
DOS for an electron spin-polarized parallel~antiparallel! to the lo-
cal moment on a site. The energy is measured from the Fermi
ergy.
ity
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have calculated the static paramagnetic spin susceptib
and hence magnetic correlations, together with the C
temperatures of fcc-Fe and fcc-Co films on Cu~100! and
bcc-Fe films on W~100! substrates as a function of film
thickness. TheTc’s of Fe/Cu~100! and Co/Cu~100! system
are high for the films with single monolayer thickness but
expect our mean field theory to overestimateTc significantly
in this 2D limit. TheTc’s then decrease monotonically to th
respective bulk values where the mean field estimates
expected and appear to be reasonable.12 The intralayer mag-
netic correlations in these two systems are always ferrom
netic as well as the interlayer magnetic correlations in
Co/Cu~100! system. In the Fe/Cu~100! system the interlaye
magnetic correlation for the top two layers is ferromagne
and antiferromagnetic for the subsequent layers thereby m
ing it a layered antiferromagnet belowTc . When these films
are capped by Cu overlayers theTc shows an oscillating
behavior due to the change in the electronic structure
the interface. In the Fe/W~100! system all the magnetic co
relations are ferromagnetic except for the layers neare
the W~100! substrate or the W overlayer. This results in
reduction of theTc when the films are capped by W overla
ers.
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